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the best of all worlds?: representing space and belonging ... - i abstract the best of all worlds?:
representing space and belonging in luis buñuel’s mexican cinema marc ripley this thesis seeks to revisit the
mexican films of the spanish film director luis harris, emily (2016) making a home: the difficulty of ... forrest clingerman, ‘homecoming and the half-remembered: environmental amnesia, the uncanny and the
path home’ in daniel boscaljon, ed. resisting the place of belonging: uncanny homecomings in hope and the
longing for utopia: futures and illusions in ... - 201348£950is4bn976fffi 656 hope and the longing for
utopia is daniel boscaljon’s second edited collection, following his earlier resisting the place of belonging:
uncanny homecomings in cv for posting - school of art and art history - 2012 “revolt against the city: art
and home in iowa,” in resisting the place of belonging: uncanny homecomings in religion, narrative and art,
edited by daniel boscaljon. ashgate press, 2013. pp. 125-3 141. 2007 “albert bierstadt and thomas moran’s
western landscapes.” chapter in ... ‘an entangled kind of haunting’ - philament journal - of belonging
and unbelonging in and out of time coincides with their gestures towards ‘the uncanny implications of being in
place and “out of place” at precisely the same time’. janet a. donohoe, ph.d. - westga - “coming home and
places of mourning” in resisting the place of belonging: uncanny homecomings in religion, narrative and the
arts, ed. daniel boscaljon, surrey: ashgate publishing, 2013, pp. 171-180. “husserl and the responsibility and
sacrifice of derrida” in g a g o s i a n rachel whiteread bibliography - amnesia, the uncanny and the path
home.” in resisting the place of belonging, ed. daniel boscaljon, 38–45. farnham, uk: ashgate publishing
limited. diederichsen, diedrich. “mourning states and their minimalist citizens: on european memorial culture.”
in the way of the shovel—the archaeological imaginary in art, 289–91. chicago: university of chicago press.
getlein, mark. living ... new books - december 2013 - camden theological library - resisting the place of
belonging : uncanny homecomings in religion, narrative, and the arts boscaljon, daniel. bl588 bos rp religion,
gender, and the public sphere reilly, niamh., scriver, stacey. bl625.7 rei rg muslim identities : an introduction
to islam hughes, aaron w., 1968-, bp161.3 hug mi christians, muslims, and jesus siddiqui, mona. bp172 sid cm
13/02/2014 page 1 of 7. new books ... remembering, repeating and working-through (1914) - place as
the focus of interest; but the element of abreaction receded into the background and seemed to be replaced
b.y the expenditure of work whicllthe_~d-to-make in'-l:{eing curriculum vitae david seamon, phd apdesign.k-state - 2013 phenomenology and uncanny homecoming: homeworld, alienworld, and being-at-4
home in alan ball’s hbo television series, six feet under, in resisting the place of belonging, daniel boscaljon,
editor (pp. 155-70). burlington, vermont: ashgate. introduction: scheming legality and resisting
criminalization - competition that has excluded them in the first place (hall and winlow 2013). steve hall and
simon winlow, in their seminal work rethinking ... their strategies of scheming legality and resisting
criminalization testify to their active use of social, legal and economic knowledge. the problem is, thus, not
that they do not know, but that they act against their better knowledge—either because ... elizabeth bowen
and the new cosmopolitanism - elizabeth bowen and the new cosmopolitanism 321 cosmopolitan “stance,”
resisting the consensus-building narratives of real-ism and nationalism and promoting new “communal
aspirations, urban writing as flat as a photograph: subjectivity in annie ... - subjectivity in annie
ernaux’s la place 165 the lack of “affects exprimés,” as this implies the existence and influence of “affects
inexprimés” (“unspoken affect”) at work in the text.
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